
 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN & VICE CHAIRMAN 

 

Ref. No: GJEPC/Banks/2017-18                                                                          5th   March, 2018    

  

Re: Media reports of alleged malpractices by Jewellers involving staff members of a bank  

Dear Member, 

The GJEPC and Industry at large is shocked by the media reports about the frauds 
committed through LOUs without any back up margin and collaterals by two individual 
jewellers in connivance with a particular bank. Council strongly condemns this sort of 
unlawful and illegal activities by individuals, companies or otherwise.  

Council propagates absolute transparency and endeavours to follow 17 sustainable 
development goals of United Nations and instills in trade, strict adherence to ethical 
business practices and compliance to financial and procedural laws of the land at all 
times.  

This isolated incident has stimulated media and individuals to tarnish the image of the 
entire industry which has hard earned their world leadership status and has been built 
through indigenous efforts since 1960s. 

Members are the backbone of the trade, and it is through your concerted efforts that the 
industry today contributes 15% to India’s merchandise exports and has attained a 
remarkable USD 43 Billion mark in the Gem & Jewellery Exports, with undisputed world 
leadership in Cut & Polished Diamonds. Diamonds are produced across 15 Nations and 
is brought to India through your sustained efforts for processing, that gives employment 
to over  1.2 million workforce across the nation. Ministry of Commerce and Ministry of 
Finance has been extremely helpful in retaining this industry in India. 

 



Council, on its part is regularly engaging with the Govt. to recommend on policy matters 
concerning trade, interacting with banks for financing of the sector and working with 
media to garner favourable image for the industry and to ensure that the voice of the G&J 
sector reaches across the spectrum to generate positive publicity that is due to our 
industry.  

This is probably the first of its kind crisis in the last 5 decades and has shaken the trade 

fraternity.  Hence it is an earnest request to all trade members to refrain from any rumour or 
unsubstantiated talks to any person, entity or media which brings disrepute to the industry. 
Moreover such talks will harm the trade and millions of people employed.  

Council is open to suggestions on issues arising due to this crisis.  We request you to 
convey the same to the Council and we would be more than happy to help in every 
possible way that is in our capacity.  

We take this opportunity to ask you to join us in taking a pledge to not involve in any 
such activities that tarnishes the image of the industry.  

Together we can be a force to reckon with and restore confidence of one and all in the 
Indian Diamond Industry. 

We look forward to your support and cooperation.  

Thanking you, 

With Best Regards, 

        

PRAMOD AGARWAL       COLIN SHAH 
CHAIRMAN        VICE CHAIRMAN 

 
 


